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Abstract-- Data is produced at very high speed every day through 

all means of work in the world. There are about 2.5 QB of data 

generated every day. The traditional way of processing data was 

not efficient to process, store and analyze large amount of data. 

Every day the data is increasing in terms of velocity, volume, 

veracity, value, variety. So in order to manage large amount of 

data, the technology known as Hadoop technology was evolved. It 

is a framework which stores data in distributed way and 

processes in parallel. MapReduce is a processing component of  

Hadoop framework, which requires the programs to be written 

in java or python. This was a tuff task for non-programmers and 

it consumes lot of time and space. A new language known as Pig 

Latin was designed to analyze the data. Pig basically known as 

Apache Pig is an easy and efficient language and a tool to analyze 

data. Pig Latin is a language similar to SQL. The Pig Latin is 

compiled into plans that run over Hadoop. Pig is an open-source 

high level language. The Pig Latin is described in detail in this 

paper and about how pig is used for analyzing data sets. The 

basic architecture of pig language is described along with most of 

the basic commands, Scripts. I have taken list of Indian Banks as 

a data set. The analytics are performed on this data set using Pig 

Scripts. 

Keywords-- Apache Pig, Big Data, Hadoop, HDFS,  Map-reduce, 

Pig Latin. 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

     Big data analytics is a process of examining the large data 

sets, to get the information like customer reviews, market 

trends that help the organizations to take appropriate 

decisions. It is a very complex process to analyze the large 

data sets. Big Data Analytics is an efficient and smarter 

operation, which leads to happier customers high profits. It 

has a great value in cost reduction, better and faster decision 

making, new products and services. There are number of 

organizations, working on collection and analysis of large data 

sets such as search logs, web crawls. 

     The older way of analyzing the data through scripts or code 

with queries in SQL was found restrictive. SQL is a language 

of queries that produces single result and has no built in 

mechanism for processing and splitting data. SQL works with 

only structured data. In order to overcome these limitations, 

an open source distributed framework was   

 

 

 

 

developed. Hadoop has two core components: Hadoop 

Distributed File System(HDFS), which provides storage and  

the processing element known as MapReduce. In Hadoop,  the 

data is distributed and executed in parallel. Writing programs 

in java/python for Map-reduce was difficult. There was a need 

to for easy and extensible language for writing programs. Pig 

was designed having similarities with SQL and that runs on 

Hadoop. 

    Pig was initially developed by Yahoo, later it was taken 

over by Apache software foundation. Thus known as Apache 

Pig. The language used by this high-level platform is known 

as Pig Latin, which executes jobs in mapreduce. Pig was 

found more efficient compared to other traditional methods.   

     The Pig architecture and its features are described in details 

in this paper. I have considered different banks in India with 

their headquarters, number of branches and other details as a 

data set. Pig Scripts are written on this bank data set. The file 

initially is loaded on to Pig bags in grunt shell. Scripts are 

executed and the results are stored back to either local file 

system or Hadoop file system. Pig doesn‟t have storage, it can 

only analyze and execute. 

 

 

II. APACHE PIG 

     Apache pig is a platform for analysis of data produced in 

large amount every day. The 200 lines of java code can be 

coded using 10 lines of Pig. To analyze data, scripts are 

written using the language known as Pig Latin. Pig Latin is an 

extensible, optimized and easy language for programming. 

The data is initially loaded into pig, filters are applied as 

required and dumped back in the required format. All the 

Scripts are converted into Map Reduce tasks internally. Pig 

Latin is a SQL-like language, which is easy to learn. Pig 

provides nested data types, built-in functions.  

 Pig can works with both structured and unstructured data. 

Pig uses lazy ETL (Extract, transform, load) tools and lazy 

evaluation. It is based on DAGs and supports pipeline splits. It 

supports various data types and UDFs(User Defined 

Functions). Pig has nested data models like Bags, Maps, 

Atomic values, Lists. In Pig one data type can be nested in 

another.  
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A. Apache Pig Architecture 

 
Fig. 1 Pig Architecture. 

 

 

B. Apache Pig Components 

1) Pig Latin scripts: It is a sequence of instructions or  

queries to be executed to perform a specific task. 

 

2) Parser: It checks the Pig script syntax and other  

miscellaneous check. DAG( directed acyclic graph), 

represents the logical operators and statements of pig, which is 

the output of parser.  In DAG, logical operators are 

represented as nodes and data flows as edges. 

 

3) Optimizer: It performs the logical optimization like  

pushdown and projection on DAG. 

 

4) Compiler: It compiles the plan into series of  

MapReduce jobs. 

 

5) Execution engine: MapReduce jobs are executed on 

Hadoop the get the desired output. 

 

C. Pig Latin Data Model 

1) Atom: Single value irrespective of data type is known  

as atom. Simple atomic value is known as field.  

Example: „Indian bank‟ or „1906‟. 

 

2) Tuple: A record formed by ordered set of fields. It is  

similar to a row in relation. 

Example: (canara, 1906). 

 

3) Bag: Unordered set of tuples or a collection of tuples 

 is known as a bag. It is represented by „{}‟. It is similar to a 

relation.  

Example:{(3,Canara,1906,Bangalore,6639,489.4, 

Public_sector),(4,Corporation,1906,Mangalore,2501,194.12,P

ublic_sector). 

 

4) Map: Set of key value pairs. Key is of type chararray 

and unique and value can be of any type. Represented as „[]‟. 

Example: [bname#ICICI] 

 

D. Data Set 

    The data set considered in this paper is a list of Indian 

banks containing bank name, Established year, Headquaters, 

Branches, Revenues and sector of bank as fields of a relation 

named as bank. Banks are important sector which produces 

extremely large data every day. All the Pig Scripts are 

executed in HDFS mode. The file is loaded into Hadoop and 

Script is executed on this file. The Pig Scripts can be executed 

in Local file system without having to load the data into 

Hadoop. 

 

 Loading datafile from Local file system to HDFS: 

$ Hadoop fs –put datafile „/user/cloudera‟ 

 Switching from HDFS to Pig: 

$ pig  

 Switching from Local File System to Pig: 

$ pig –x local 

 To load data file into pig: 

grunt> bag_name = load 

„/home(or)user/cloudera/datafile‟ using PigStorage(„,‟) 

as (field1:datatype ,field2:datatype…); 

        Example: >bag = load  „/user/cloudera/datafile‟ using  

         PigStorage(„,‟) as (bno:int, bname:chararray, year:int,  

        headquarters:chararray, branches:float, revenue:float,  

        sector:chararray); 

 To see the contents of bag: 

        grunt> dump bag_name; 

        grunt> dump bag; 
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Fig. 2 Data set 

 

E.  Operators 

1) Describe: It is a diagnostic operator, which displays  

the schema of a relation/bag.  

Example : grunt> Describe bank; 

 

2) Explain: It is a diagnostic operator, displays the  

logical, physical and Mapreduce plans of relation.  

Example: grunt> explain bank; 

 

3) Illustrate: It is a diagnostic operator, gives the step 

 by step execution of a statement. 

Example: grunt> illustrate bank; 

 

4) Filter: Based on a condition, required tuples are 

selected from a relation using filter operator. 

Syntax: relation2 = FILTER relation1 by (condition); 

Example: bag1 = filter bank by headquarters == „Bangalore‟; 

 

5) Foreach : The foreach operator is used to generate 

specified data from a relation. 

Syntax: relation2 = FOREACH relation1 by generate (data); 

Example: bag2 = foreach bank generate year; 

 

6) Distinct: Distinct operator is used to remove 

duplicate tuples from a relation. 

Syntax:  relation2 = DISTINCT relation1; 

Example : bag3 = distinct bag2; 

 

7) Group: It is used to group the data of a relation 

having the same key. 

Syntax:  group_data = GROUP relation1 by field; 

Ex: bag4 = group bank by sector; 

 

8) Arithmetic Operators: The operators are listed below; 

+  (Addition), -(subtraction), *(multiplication), /(division), 

%(modulus), ?:(ternary operator) 

Display true if banks are established after 1950 otherwise 

false. 

Example: Bag5 = foreach bank generate bname, year 

,(year>1950?‟true‟:‟false‟); 

 
 

Fig.3 Result for query using Ternary operator 

 

9) Comparsion Operators: comparsion opertors are 

 used to compare two values at a time. 

==(equal), !=(not equal), >(greater than), <(less than), 

>=(greater than or equal to), <=(less than or equal to), pattern 

matching(.   *). 

 

Example1: Display banks established between 1907 to 1950. 

Bag6 = filter bank by year>=1907 and year<=1950; 

 

Example2 : Display banks with mangalore as headquarter and 

established year less than 1920. 

Bag6 = filter bank by year<1920 and 

headquarters==‟Mangalore‟; 

 

Example3 : Display bank details having substring „Indian‟ 

Bag6 = filter bank by bname matches ‟.*Indian.*‟; 

 

10) Union operator: It merges the contents of two 
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relations. 

Syntax: relation3 = UNION relation1, relation2; 

Example: res = union bag6, bank; 

 

11) Split Operator: It splits the relation into two or more 

relations. 

Syntax: SPLIT relation into relation1 if(condition), relation2 

if(condition); 

Example: split bank into b1 if year>1950,b2 if year<=1950; 

>dump b1; 

>dump b2; 

 

12) Order by Operator: It sorts the relation based on one 

or more fields. 

Syntax: relation2 = ORDER relation1 by Field (ASC/DESC); 

Example: bag7 = order bank by bname asc; 

 

13) Limit Operator: It is used to get the limited number 

of tuples in a relation. 

Syntax: res = LIMIT relation number_of_tuples; 

Example: res = limit bank 2; 

 

14) Co-Group Operator:It works similar to group, but it 

is used in statements involving two or more relations. 

Exampe: res = cogroup bank by year, bag6 by year; 

 

15) Self-join: It is type of join, used to join the table with 

 itself. Load bank datafile into two different bags 

bank1,bank2, apply join on these bags. 

Example: res = join bank1 by bname, bank2 by bname; 

 

16) Inner-join: it is an equijoin. It returns a row when 

 there is a match in both tables. 

 

17) Group All: It groups the relation by all columns. 

Syntax: group = GROUP by relation ALL; 

Example: gr = group bank by all; 

 

18) Eval functions: There are built in functions eval  

functions – Avg(), Max(), Min(), Sum(), Count(), Size(), 

Concat(), Tokenize(). In order to apply these eval commands 

on a relation, first the relation must be grouped by group all 

operator. 

Example: res = foreach bank generate bname, AVG(revenue), 

MAX(revenue), MIN(revenue), SUM(revenue), 

COUNT(revenue), SIZE(revenue), CONCAT(bname,sector); 

TOKENIZE()- Splits a string into a single tuple based on 

delimiter used like [ ],[””],[,],[()],[*]. 

 

19) Bag construction: represented as{}. 

res = foreach bank generate{(bname,year)},{bname,year}; 

 

 
 

Fig.4 Result of bag Construction. 

 

20) Map construction: represented as[] 

Res = foreach bank generate [bname,year]; 

 
 

Fig.5 Result of Map Construction 

 

F. String Built_in Functions 

1) SUBSTRING(): Substring is returned from a given  

string. 

Syntax: SUBSTRING(string,startindex,ending+1); 
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Example: res1 = foreach bank generate(bname, sector), 

SUBSTRING(bname, 0 ,2); 

 

2) INDEXOF(): It starts forward search and returns the  

first occurance of a character. 

Syntax: INDEXOF(string,‟character‟,startindex); 

Example: res2 = foreach bank generate (bno, bname), 

INDEXOF(bname, „e‟,0); 

 

3) LCFIRST(): The first character is converted into lower 

case. 

Syntax: LCFIRST(expression); 

Example: res3 = foreach bank generate bname, headquarters, 

LCFIRST(bname); 

 

4) UCFIRST(): The first character is converted into 

upper case. 

Syntax: UCFIRST(expression); 

Example: res3 = foreach res2 generate bname, headquarters, 

UCFIRST(bname); 

 

5) UPPER(): It converts the entire string into upper case. 

Syntax: UPPER(expression); 

Example: res4 = foreach bank generate bname, headquarters, 

UPPER(headquarters); 

 

6) LOWER(): It converts the entire string into upper case. 

Syntax: LOWER(expression); 

Example: res4 = foreach bank generate bname, headquarters, 

LOWER(headquarters); 

 

7) REPLACE(): It replaces the existing character with a 

new character. 

Syntax: REPLACE(string,‟oldchar‟,‟newchar‟); 

Example: res4 = foreach bank generate bname, year, 

REPLACE(bname, „South_Indian_bank‟, „SIB‟); 

 

 

G. Built-in Math Functions 

1) ABS(): Absolute value- It returns the absolute value of  

an expression. 

Example: res1 = foreach bank generate bname, revenue, 

ABS(revenue); 

 

2) CBRT(): cube root- It is used to get the cube root of an  

expression. 

Example: res1 = foreach bank generate bname, revenue, 

CBRT(revenue); 

 

3) SQRT(): It is used to get the positive square root of an 

 expression. 

Example: res1 = foreach bank generate bname, revenue, 

SQRT(revenue); 

 

4) COS(): It is used to get the cosine value of an  

expression. 

Example: res1 = foreach bank generate bname, revenue, 

COS(revenue); 

 

5) SIN(): Returns sin of a expression. 

Example: res1 = foreach bank generate bname, revenue, 

SIN(revenue); 

 

6) TAN(): Returns Tan of a expression. 

Example: res1 = foreach bank generate bname, revenue, 

TAN(revenue); 

 

7) CEIL(): Returns the value of an expression rounded  

up to nearest integer. 

Example: res1 = foreach bank generate bname, revenue, 

CEIL(revenue); 

 

8) FLOOR(): Returns value of a expression rounded 

down to nearest integer. 

Example: res1 = foreach bank generate bname, revenue, 

FLOOR(revenue); 

 

9) ROUND(): Rounded value is returned. 

Example: res1 = foreach bank generate bname, revenue, 

ROUND(revenue); 

 

10) EXP(): It is used to get the Euler‟s number e raised to 

 the power of x. 

Example: res1 = foreach bank generate bname, revenue, 

EXP(revenue); 

 

11) LOG10(): To get the log to base 10 of an expression. 

Example: res1 = foreach bank generate bname, revenue, 

LOG10(revenue); 

 

12) LOG(): To get the natural log of an expression. 

Example: res1 = foreach bank generate bname, revenue, 

LOG(revenue); 

 

 

H. PIG SCRIPT 

 Pig script is a sequence of statements in a single file. 

All the required Pig Latin statements are written in a single 

file and saved with .pig extention. The file is then executed 

either in local mode or grunt shell. 

 

1) Script 1: Display the number of banks  in each 

city(headquarters) having revenue greater than 300 and 

established after 1920. 

 

$ gedit bankl.pig 

 

Res1 = load „/user/cloudera/datafile‟ using PigStorage(„,‟) as 

(bno:int, bname:chararray, year:int, headquarters:chararray, 

branches:float, revenue:float, sector:chararray); 

Res2 = filter Res1 by year>1920 and revenue>300; 

Res3 = group Res2 by headquarters;  
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Res4 = foreach Res3 generate group, COUNT(Res2.bno); 

Dump Res4; 

Store Res4 into „/user/cloudera/output_1‟ using PigStorage(); 

 

$ pig bank1.pig; 

 
Fig. 6 Result for pig Script1 

 

 

2) Script 2: Display the number of banks in each sector 

 from a given data set. 

 

$gedit bank2.pig 

 

Res1 =  load „/user/cloudera/datafile‟ using PigStorage(„,‟) as 

(bno:int, bname:chararray, year:int, headquarters:chararray, 

branches:float, revenue:float, sector:chararray); 

Res2 = group Res1 by sector; 

Res3 = foreach Res2 generate group, 

COUNT(Res1.branches); 

Dump Res3;  

Store Res3 into „/user/cloudera/output_1‟ using PigStorage(); 

 

$pig bank2.pig 

 
 

Fig. 7 Result for pig Script2 

 

 

III. CONCLUSION 

 

     Apache Pig is a well known platform for big data analysis, 

which was able to tackle the analytic limitations with other 

platforms. Since, Pig runs on top of Hadoop, it turned out to 

be efficient  tool as  required programs/scripts can be coded in 

fewer lines of code as compare to java and runs in distributed 

and parallel environment. Apache pig was successfully used 

as a tool for data analysis to get appropriate results on any 

data set. Apache pig is an efficient scripting tool for analyzing 

and organizing large data in comparatively less time. All the 

operators, data models, data types, built in functions and other 

programming tools in pig have a simpler syntax representation 

and easier to learn and remember. From this study, it is 

concluded that pig is a user friendly tool for large data 

analysis and programming tool for MapReduce.    
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